Equatex strengthens strategic
collaboration with andrion
Baden, 11 May 2017 – Swiss specialist banking consultant and project service
provider andrion and global compensation plan manager Equatex have
announced an expansion of their strategic partnership. Equatex has been
working with andrion on a number of projects since 2015. With this
collaboration the company benefits from andrion’s technology-agnostic knowhow around core processes and solutions. Going forward, Equatex will
increasingly utilise andrion’s expertise for the development of its EquatePlus
platform.
andrion and Equatex will build on and deepen their successful existing partnership. The
strategic collaboration primarily focuses on projects that involve a high number of
complex IT and banking aspects. As a specialist consultant, andrion understands the core
business of financial service providers of different sizes and sectors, as well as the
underlying technologies. Thanks to this Equatex benefits from expert knowledge in areas
such as legal and regulatory requirements, international and local needs and conditions,
in addition to andrion’s experience in leading and implementing highly complex projects.
The two companies initiated their partnership in September 2015.
Equatex will initially deepen its collaboration with andrion for further development of
EquatePlus. With the successfully established core product, Equatex offers international
companies a leading platform to manage their global employee share and compensation
plans. The solution covers the entire plan life cycle spanning from implementation to ongoing management, and administration to decommission, and allows employees to
directly trade shares and options held in their plans considering vesting periods and
performance criteria.
andrion has successfully implemented similar projects in the past, including some for
major banks. As a financial services specialist, the company has the knowledge and
expertise necessary to effectively advance the development of the product together with
Equatex. As a strategic partner, andrion will lead the IT project management and
associated project streams.
A well-established team
In the past, andrion’s support for Equatex has included projects related to the automated
exchange of information, output management and the development and implementation
of a new reconciliation solution. andrion also led the introduction of EquatePlus to the
American market.
andrion CEO Aniello Bove said: “Equatex demands of itself and its partners a very high
level of flexibility, reliability, knowledge and quality. Based on our corporate philosophy
and our wealth of experience when it comes to technology and banking, we complement
each other perfectly. I’m confident that we can make a valuable contribution to the
further development of EquatePlus as well as to other projects.”
Equatex CTO Adrian Wyss said: “Our partnership with andrion forms an important basis
for the implementation of our strategy. andrion’s expert knowledge and experience in
managing complex projects will help us further strengthen and expand our position in the
international market. This powerful set-up will further enable us to develop our products

and services in a targeted way, allowing us to continue supporting our clients’
compensation strategies in the best possible way.”

About andrion
andrion was founded in 2000. Since 2009, it has been operating in the Swiss financial
sector under the name andrion. andrion has established itself on the market in the areas
of securities, payment transactions, financial tools and holistic banking-processes from
the customer all the way to the market. Nowadays, andrion is a leading, specialised
consultancy for banking projects and supports banks as well as financial institutions with
four key challenges. Firstly, with the modernisation of existing systems – be it through
complete system migrations, the systematic renewal or modernisation of the
technologies or the optimisation of the business processes. Secondly, with
industrialisation measures to outsource non-differentiating business functions to
automated services providers, and with the standardisation of processes. Thirdly, with
the development and realisation of digital strategies. And fourthly, with the
transformation to the banking of the future / banking 4.0. andrion is independent from
technologies and can work with both proprietary solutions as well as standard solutions.
As a consultancy and services provided that is system independent, andrion continuously
deals with standard solutions. Small and big banks alike benefit from the company’s
experiences and from the know-how of its specialists.
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About Equatex
Equatex provides international employee and executive compensation plan services for
today’s global enterprise, supporting clients with participants across Europe, Asia,
Australia and America. With world-class cloud technologies and market leading financial
reporting capabilities, Equatex enables companies to deliver engaging compensation
schemes across borders, languages and currencies. Equatex supports over 200
international businesses and their 1.5 million employees, providing customised end-toend solutions from funding instruments to administration, execution, accounting and
financial reporting.
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